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Social Networks controversial Impact on the community  

 

Social networks link people all over the world and help them share information; debate 

political opinion; mobilize forces, lead advocacy campaigns; briefly, they are known to play an 

important role in broadening the reach of information and fostering political participation and 

civic engagement online. In my opinion, social networks are re-creating the debates we read in 

the traditional monopolized mediums.  

 

Online Implementation of TRADITIONAL Media 

 

 In Lebanon, many traditional news papers have grabbed the opportunities offered by the 

Internet, and have built an important presence online, through websites;  

L’Orient le Jour, Al Akhbar, An Nahar, El Moustakbal, Al Balad, are some examples of news 

papers we can browse online.  

The websites don’t only provide web users with a shop-window announcing their new 

publications, but their content is expanded, and many provide the daily news published in their 

paper-version with more information such as videos, pictures catalogues, special archives, rolling 

banner headlines, forums, polls for readers; 

 

                                                 
1 Rita Chemaly is the winner of the Samir Kassir Award for Freedom of the Press in 2007;     
She is a social and political science researcher and author of the “The Spring of 2005 in Lebanon 
between Myth and reality”. Her researches focus on the political impact of the social media.    
She blogs at www.ritachemaly.wordpress.com. 
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 Simplified Tools implicating web users in Sharing Information  

 

Moreover, they have added features and widgets letting web users share and comment 

information and their news articles through social networks such as Twitter and Facebook. (ref, 

highlighted red balloon No 1, illustration Rita Chemaly); 

In the example taken as a screen shot from l’Orient le Jour, I am highlighting the many widgets 

found on one page of the online news-paper. 

 

They have also created their own page on social networks, and they clearly ask web-users to 

follow them. (ref, highlighted red balloon No 2, illustration Rita Chemaly); 

They have followed the web users on the social medium there are using, and have infiltrate them 

and created accounts to reach a bigger audience, and as the researchers shows a younger 

audience.  

 Engage instantly with the audience  

 

Traditional news media as well as politicians ( Ministers Ziad Baroud, Bassil, Sehnaoui) also 

used SMS  and the « mobile social marketing to send the people instant news2 . Verclas shows 

that the use of mobile marketing “…increase awareness and move people to actions. It is also 

becoming an effective way to engage users and constituents. »3 

  

                                                 
2 In Lebanon after Prime Minister Hariri’s death, Nora Joumblat explained to us how in 2005, she worked with her 
friends and networks to organize the massive protest that had taken place. After the protest of March 8 2005, 
organized by the Hezbollah and the Pro-Syrians in Lebanon, SMS encouraging opponents to the Syrian Regime in 
Lebanon circulated. They were written by the citizens, in their own language, in Arabic «  sahra al Darih el Youm » 
« Meeting at  Darih », SMS were a tool of mobilization for the big and massive protest that was organized March 14 
2005. Reference: CHEMALY RITA, Spring 2005 in Lebanon, Between myth and reality, L’harmattan, 2009, 
France.  
In fact, the 14 of March coalition used SMS each time they wanted to mobilize citizens for a protest. February 13 
2010, a message signed by “14 of February” was sent to the Lebanese mobiles it said «  for all what we 
accomplished, tomorrow we are coming for you, at 10h Place of Liberty” the SMS are personalized and use the 
pronoun us, and we, to engage citizens.  
3 VERCLAS Katrin, “A Mobile Voice: The Use of Mobile Phones in Citizen Media”, MobileActive.org 
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 Online Presence of Journalists from Traditional Media  

 

The first illustration shows how CNN have encouraged its team to create accounts on Twitter,  

 

 Through Social Media, Traditional Media is reaching a younger audience  

 

The second illustration shows the age of web-users using social media. 76% of users are 18-40 

years old.  

 

 Active Audience vs Passive Audience   

 

They mainly ask their readers to be more active, and share the articles they like on their own and 

personal social networks and pages as flicker, Facebook or twitter.  

The readers and web users give more visibility to each article while sharing it, forwarding it, 

mailing it (ref, highlighted red balloon No 4, illustration Rita Chemaly) or liking it.  Online 

Newspapers using social media implicate their readers them in choosing the articles they would 

like to promote and broaden the reach of information, while maximizing the part of audience of 

each medium.  From a passive audience the web users surfing the online newspapers need to be 

more active, and engaged. They participate in the creation of the news, and in giving it more 

visibility and high ranking. As Potter stipulates “The old-line mass media have become recipients 

as well as distributors of information, using “crowdsourcing” and online commenting to solicit 

input from an audience that is anything but passive.”4 

 

 Polarization and Mimetism in Social Media  

 

During the Arab uprising of 2011, Al Jazeera as a TV and many other source of 

information as the newspapers, have taken news and information from platforms, such as blogs. 

                                                 
4 POTTER Deborah, “One step, two step”, December 27, 2007. L’article est entièrement disponible à lire sur 
Internet; 
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The source of information in social media is the citizens, traditional media monopolized by 

political groups and coalitions have opened the door for citizens to create the change, and 

express themselves and their opinions the way they feel and in their own words. Are the 

Bloggers and web users expressing themselves and voicing out their own words in their personal 

spaces? By the new simplified tools, can they create change in a society where traditional media 

is monopolized and monopolizing the public sphere?  

 

Reinforcing traditional Media… What chances for the online democracy?  

 

My observations of the use of social media in Lebanon give contradictory results: 71 % 

of web users watch the television daily5, and 43% read the newspapers on a daily basis. In 

consequence, because web users are immersed in the traditional network of information, they 

copy the titles and ideas published in traditional media, on their social platforms. They take 

information and “crystallize around the focal points of the quality press, for example, national 

newspapers and political magazine.”6 Bloggers often draw information from traditional media, 

they comment on it, complete it7, like it, or dislike it. Many use the headlines of some 

newspapers as a personal status. Questioning the role given to new media and social media in 

giving a new space for web users to participate to the political dialogue is a must. Replication, 

“imitation” (called mimetisme in French), Polarisation and copy pasting is not a way to 

participate actively and efficiently to a political debate. As Norris shows, “instead of 

empowering new actors, digital technologies may instead function to reinforce the power of 

established interests and organizations », mainly the traditional monopolized media.   

                                                 
5 CARRINGTON Malin, Media consumption & habits of MENA Internet users, Research conducted by Effective 
Measure in conjunction with Spot On PR, July 2010, p. 10. 
6 HABERMAS Jurgen, idem.  
7 “Modeling blogging as citizen journalism, as competing with journalism, challenging its knowledge production 
and amateurizing it, captures only a limited comparison to media. Blogging is not only user-generated content, like 
wikis, but also user-distributed, like social networking sites: it is distributed through links, especially through links 
to other blogs, as well as links to traditional media, from which blogs often draw information that bloggers 
“complete” by associating or reframing it with additional, other discourse.” ANDERSON Jon W. Blogging, 
Networked Publics and the Politics of Communication: Another Free-Speech Panacea for the Middle East?, Texte 
de la conference “New Horizons: Obama and the Global Media.” Department of Anthropology, Near Eastern 
Studies, School of Journalism, University of Arizona, Tucson, 23 January 2009, 
http://nmit.wordpress.com/2009/01/31/197/#_edn1; 
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At the end, the examination of the process of technological diffusion and the presence of 

web users engaged politically remains a challenge we need to deepen in the region and 

specifically in Lebanon to understand how to help broadening political debate, effective 

participation and democracy. 

 

. 

 


